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zjednoduší a automatizuje správu požadavků a poskytne přehledný pohled na aktuální i 
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provedené změny je možné zobrazit. Pro prezentaci dat je dostupných několik pohledů 
na požadavky, které dovolují také trasovat prováděné změny po ose vztahů požadavků. 
Shromážděná  data  mohou  být  exportována  ve  strukturovaná  formě  pro  další 
transformaci nebo přímo jako reporty, čitelné pro uživatele.
Požadavky,  jejich  vlastnosti  a  typy  stejně  jako  pohledy  na  ně  jsou  plně 
konfigurovatelné.  Tak  lze  nabídnout  podporu  pro  projekty  nezávisle  na  použité 
metodice vývoje – od agilních postupů s minimem administrativy až po formalizované 
procesy jako RUP.
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1  Introduction

Every software project uses requirements. Put informally, they are statements about 

the way the resulting software should look like and behave from the standpoint of the 

requirements  author.  These  statements  are  then  gradually  transformed  into  more 

formalized descriptions, design models, application source code and eventually testing 

effort on the finished product – all to make sure the product suits users' or customers' 

needs.

It  is  now  widely  recognized  that  failures  to  find  and  clearly  and  correctly  define 

requirements or even identify them incorrectly is one of the most important reasons for 

project failure as a whole (defined as inability to provide a solution of acceptable quality 

in allotted time and budget). The software engineering community answered the need to 

research ways for decreasing failure rates related to requirements.  It is believed that 

improving quality of processes in development is reflected in higher quality of resuling 

outputs, especially with regard to repeatability of success in consequent projects. That 

need  is  more  pronounced  in  large  organizations  and  development  teams  with  less 

contact  with  customers.  Processes  related  to  requirements  –  requirements 

development/engineering  and  requirements  management  have  to  be  in  place  in  an 

organization for it even to reach the lowest level of maturity or capability in modern 

maturity/capability models such as CMMI [1].

Requirements  engineering (used  here  interchangeably  with  the  term  requirements 

development) deals with the core processes concerning requirements and requirements  

management is the term that “summarizes all efforts to make sure that data created with 

requirements engineering remains valuable and usable throughout a project“ [2].

Requirements  management  is  a  collection  of  processes  that  all  interface  with 

requirements engineering. Some of the most common concepts or goals in requirements 

management are:

● identifiability – making sure that every requirement in a project is uniquely 

identifiable 
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● filterability – requirement data is at best stored centrally, but it also means that 

it must be possible to find and retrieve only the relevant data from a centralized 

repository

● linking and traceability – documenting relationships between different types of 

requirements  and  between  requirements  and  other  pieces  information  or 

development  artifacts  (e.g.  a need to  buy a  server  array can be tracked to a 

requirement  that  a  system  must  service  thousands  of  users;  in  case  that 

requirement is changed to 50 users, the order can be canceled if a link between 

the two facts is stored and traceable).

● storage of metadata and additional information about requirements (authors, 

times and dates etc.)

● change  tracking  –  while  traceability  allows  discovering  how  information 

progresses through a project in different forms, change tracking is necessary for 

monitoring  development  of  individual  requirements  or  other  project-related 

artifacts in time.

Software tools may help in achieving these goals and allow for more automation. It 

can be argued that even use of general and simple data storage and management tools 

such as a spreadsheet application makes (compared to no tools at all) comparatively 

even  more  improvement  than  the  next  step,  choosing  dedicated  requirement 

management solution. This is partly why use of such software remains the domain of 

large  companies.  Furthermore,  the  commercial  solutions  are  offered  in  expensive 

packages together with project management tools.

A requirements management tool developed as a part of this bachelor thesis (refered 

to as ReqTop, short for Requirement Desktop, in the rest of this document) aims for use 

in smaller projects with its characteristics as a simpler but still highly configurable tool. 

It is configurability and easy availability on many computer platforms that can lead to 

success among this sort of users. In bigger corporate environments, an essential tool or a 

specific process can be more or less forced on the users and the tool may in a way be 

able to dictate its own conditions (e.g. integration only with other tools by the same 

brand or operating environment restrictions).  All  of the described essential  goals for 

requirements management should be covered by ReqTop accordingly.
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1.1  Structure of the thesis

Objectives  for  creating  a  requirements  management  tool,  discussion  of  possible 

solutions and description of the chosen solution are covered in chapter 2, followed by a 

comparison of ReqTop to existing commercial and open-source tools.

User documentation in chapter 3 contains all the information necessary for working 

with ReqTop from the user's perspective. It describes common work scenarios (creating 

a requirement, defining views) and their detailed solutions.

Chapter  4  provides  technical  overview of ReqTop,  gives  reasons for choosing the 

implementation  technology  and  discusses  technical  choices  made  during  the 

development. It also provides an overview of the application's structure and formats of 

used data and step-by-step instructions for building the program from source and final 

product installation.

Conclusion in chapter 5 reviews the work done on the project and discusses which 

objectives  (and  to  what  extent)  were  met.  Some  ideas  for  further  development  are 

introduced.

Following the conclusion is a list of referenced literature and web resources.

Appendix A describes structure of the enclosed DVD.
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2  Analysis of the problem domain

Requirements-related processes play a crucial role in software development with high 

risks connected to them. Some of the risks can be mitigated by using an appropriate 

development  process,  e.g.  iterative  approaches  like  Rational  Unified  Process,  which 

acknowledge  the  importance  of  working  with  requirements  throughout  the  whole 

project [3]. 

According to a report from 1994 by the Standish Group [4], reasons for project failure 

in their sample were:

● in 13% lack of user input,

● in 12% incomplete requirements and specifications and

● in 12% changing requirements and specifications.

On the opposite end, reasons stated for project success were:

● in 16% user involvement and

● in 12% clear statement of requirements

A  further  poll,  coonducted  in  1995  by  the  European  Software  Process  Training 

Initiative (ESPITI, [5]), showed from almost 4000 responses that problems in categories 

“Requirement specification“ and “Managing customer requirements“ are most likely to 

be found as “major“ (50 and 42% respectively), impacting heavily on the outcome of 

the project.  It was contrasted by the data on problems in coding (a mere 7% were found 

as major).

This  backs  up  the  claims  for  importance  of  requirements  engineering  and 

requirements management given in the previous chapter. In the following text, we will 

develop a set of goals that a requirements management tool should fulfill to provide 

effective assistance to its users.
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2.1  Project objectives

From  the  essential  goals  of  requirements  management,  introduced  in  chapter  1, 

following  basic  features  a  requirements  management  system has  to  implement  was 

created:

● Centrally store requirements

● Manage versions and changes

● Store requirement attributes

● Link requirements to other requirements and other development artifacts

● Track status

● View requirement subsets

● Control access

● Communicate with stakeholders

● Integrate seamlessly with existing tools

Attaining  these  goals  helps  reduce  the  inevitable  project  chaos  that  comes  with 

necessary  requirements  changes  at  development  time  and  also  avoids  creating 

unnecessary features.

2.1.1  Centrally store requirements

A central repository for requirements has to be created that supports storing multiple 

versions of all requirements, allows for multiple requirement types and possibly storage 

of other development artifacts as well.

Requirements  should  be  stored  sorted  into  projects.  Requirements  may  be  stored 

hierarchically in packages or folders. This hierarchy shouldn't be limited to a single 

level.

2.1.2  Manage versions and changes

It should be possible to trace back all the changes created in individual requirements 

back to a specific point in time, review authors and change details. Changes should not 
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be  reversible  -  the  reason  for  this  functionality  is  gaining  information  about  past 

changes, not providing a way to undo them.

A change proposal system could be implemented so that proposed changes can be 

reviewed and either confirmed or refused by users in an appropriate role.

Ideally, it should be possible to see a state of a whole project at any given time in the 

past but gaining this information at lower granularity levels is also possible.

2.1.3  Store requirement attributes

Within  requirements,  it  shall  be  possible  to  store  a  variety  of  information  (as 

requirement attributes).  Everyone working on the project  should be able to view the 

attributes and selected users/roles should be able to update their values.

Several  default  attributes  should be present  for all  requirements  (time and date  of 

creation,  original  author,  version  number  etc.).  These  attributes  will  be  managed 

automatically (such as incrementing version number with each change).

2.1.4  Link requirements to other system elements

It  should  be  possible  to  define  links  between different  types  of  requirements  and 

between requirements and other system elements (these may also be modelled as special 

requirement types).

Such links allow for tracing requirements and analyzing impact of changes created to 

the source requirements. There should be ways to efficiently view these relationships 

(such  as  a  traceability  matrix,  traceability  tree  or  deep  impact  analysis  for  a  single 

requirement).

2.1.5  Track status

For project  status measurability,  it  is  necessary  to  be able  to  track status of  each 

requirement during the development. Such status can be implemented via special types 

of requirement attributes.
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2.1.6  View requirement subsets

It shall be possible to view a subset of requirements based on queries on requirement 

attribute values. These views shall be sortable by all attribute values. If all displayed 

attribute types match, requirements of different types can be presented in a single view 

(this is especially true for viewing only the default attributes).

2.1.7  Control access

Access to projects and requirements needs to be managed. All the users, who are able 

to view or change requirements will be assigned either system-wide or project specific 

access rights for various actions such as creating new requirements of a specified type, 

changing a requirement attribute or deleting a requirement.

Within projects, users will be assigned to custom roles. Apart from sharing the same 

access rights in the groups, certain access rights can be based on object ownership (such 

as being able to delete a requirement that the user has himself created in the first place). 

A role may have a supervisor flag set that allows user in this role to review changes 

created by other users.

2.1.8  Communicate with stakeholders

When working with requirements, users shall have a choice to create or participate in 

discussions about either individual requirements or other topical discussions within a 

project. Such discussions will be logged along with other persistent information to the 

core repository.

2.1.9  Integrate with existing tools

Requirements management software isn't the only tool used to support the software 

development  process.  Other  tools  exist,  most  notably  for  project  management  and 

planning or creating general office documents. 

ReqTop should be able to export single or multiple requirements as text files and be 

able  to  import  changes  to  such  documents  into  the  core  requirement  database. 

Templates for these documents will be created manually e.g. in the Open Document 

Format (ODF).
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The basic requirement-related operations should also be exported as Web services to 

allow for generic integration in tools such as Microsoft Excel.

Automatic integration with project management tools is welcome but not essential.

2.2  Non-functional requirements

2.2.1  Usability

The application should use standard web browser interface to communicate with its 

users.

2.2.2  Scalability

The application should be designed to scale out both vertically (adding more CPUs, 

memory etc. to the current system) and horizontally (adding more machines for load 

balancing and creating a cluster). 

Support  for  horizontal  scalability  is  included in  the  technology platform used and 

specifically provided by many Java EE application servers (such as JBoss AS).

2.2.3  Maintainability and extensibility

Documentation will  be provided to understand the design and operation  of all  the 

application components and allow for informed changes when changes are necessary.

Source code for the complete application will be provided completely, including all 

necessary automated build scripts, project metadata, comments etc. 

A consistent programming style with well-defined naming and style conventions will 

be introduced. As much as possible, the created code will adhere to the principles of 

Object-oriented programming to provide clear abstraction of the implemented entities.

A support web site will  be launched with a forum to provide support for possible 

changes and extensions to the software.
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2.3  Existing solutions

Requirements  management  is  not  a  new field  for  software tooling  and it  can't  be 

claimed  that  groundbreaking  innovations  were  made  in  ReqTop,  but  it  is  useful  to 

understand how existing implementations of the same or similar goals have influenced it 

and  in  what  ways  they  are  better  or  worse.  More  comprehensive  comparisons  of 

requirements management tools exist (e.g.  [6] is compiled from the tools' vendors or 

developers  answers  to  a  set  of  questions  about  the  capabilities  of  their  product  but 

obviously don't contain any comparison to ReqTop).

2.3.1  IBM Rational RequisitePro

Rational  RequisitePro [7] was the first  inspiration  for creating ReqTop.  Originally 

developed  by  a  company  focused  on  processes  and  methodology  (authors  of  well-

known iterative Ratinal Unified Process for software development, the company's other 

tools  include  Rational  Rose  for  UML modeling).  Itself  a  Microsoft  Windows-only 

application, it is further integrated with Microsoft Office products – it allows gathering 

requirements from existing Word documents, creating many standard Word documents 

(use case specifications etc.) and can even use Microsoft Access database for storing 

requirements.  Requirements,  their  types,  attributes  and  relationships  can  be  freely 

configured by the user or an administrator. All parts of RequisitePro projects can be 

discussed by its users and all changes to project artifacts are tracked. The application 

remains easy to use for regular users despite all the features it offers.

Several project templates are provided for Rational Unified Process based projects.
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Figure 1: RequisitePro example - requirement listing

2.3.2  Borland CaliberRM

CaliberRM [8] is another commercial offering that comes from a major development 

tools vendor. Apart from a being a Microsoft Windows application it offers a separate 

web client, implemented as a Java applet run inside a browser, that lacks some features 

of the regular application – e.g. the traceability matrix or an administration interface. A 

full  feature  set  for  requirements  management  options  is  offered  to  the  users  and  a 

Software  Development  Kit  is  available  to  extend  the  application.  It  has  interesting 

traceability  diagrams  as  a  quick  way  to  see  an  impact  of  changes  in  a  single 

requirement.

Requirements  contain  several  pre-configured  data  sets  (e.g.  a  basic  data  set  with 

requirement number,  name and description) but custom data sets may be defined as 

well.

Any part  of  a  project  in  CaliberRM can be  restored  by bringing  back  one  of  its 

historical versions.
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Figure 2: CaliberRM example - traceabilty matrix

2.3.3  Open Source Requirements Management Tool 
(OSRMT)

OSRMT [9] is the first open source and free tool in comparison. It appears currently 

not to be in active development with most work on it done in 2006 and is available free 

of  charge  with  source  code.  It  is  once  again  a  desktop  application  with  a  shared 

database, although it offers a simple web application component (referred to as 3-tier 

deployment and with considerably less features than the desktop version). Already at 

first glance it is apparent that the level customizability of the first two solutions is not 

reached by far, but the program is easy to use and can be run on any platform that 

supports Java, only the central database configuration needs to be done manually. One 

of the more interesting and unexpected features is  a (experimental)  ability to define 

custom reports.

OSRMT is easy to use when the default requirement type set is sufficient but doesn't 

allow creating arbitrary requirement types or attributes.
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Figure 3: OSRMT example - packages and requirements

2.3.4  GatherSpace

GatherSpace [10] is – in contrast to other tools presented here – a web-only hosted 

solution, offered for a small subscription fee (with a trial period) for larger projects with 

multiple developers, otherwise for free. It offers a predefined set of artifacts (packages, 

features,  requirements,  use cases and actors)  and a clean,   intuitive interface to edit 

them. Rich reports can be generated from the gathered requirements and thanks to the 

choice  of  available  artifacts  these  reports  can  even  be  used  as  standalone  design 

documents  without  further  changes  (this  is  arguably  hard  for  fully  user-configured 

projects, because a separate report designer functionality is required).

Figure 4: Gatherspace example - available artifacts
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2.3.5  Comparison of presented solutions

While both the commercially available tools (RequisitePro and CaliberRM) offer a 

full feature set as defined in chapter 2.1, they are not easily used in cases where no 

shared database for all project users can be created or maintained (such as for teams in 

different locations). As a solution to this problem, newer versions of both products offer 

a feature-limited web-based interface.

On  the  other  hand,  open-source  solutions  focus  on  providing  a  basic  set  of 

functionality that lacks rich configuration options. A hosted web-based solution is ideal 

for small but dispersed teams, e.g. on open-source projects. 
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3  User guide

3.1  Installation and configuration

Since  ReqTop  is  a  server-side  application,  its  installation  (or  more  precisely 

deployment)  is  not  intended  for  its  end  users  and  may  require  some  technical 

knowledge. However, great care has been given to creating an easy to install package 

for Microsoft Windows where such application distribution is the standard. Microsoft 

Windows is also used as a reference environment for the application. Other deployment 

options are discussed in the next chapter.

Installation is started by running /dist/Reqtop-1.0-install.exe (Windows) 

or  /dist/Reqtop-1.0-install.jar on other platforms.

After  installation  in  Microsoft  Windows,  ReqTop  can  be  run  directly  from  the 

installation directory or by using a shortcut from the start menu. The simple application 

server launcher console allows to change the DNS host name at which the web server 

will be accessible (“localhost“ is default) and SMTP server settings for sending e-mail 

from the application (this is not strictly necessary). To run the server, click on the Start 

button in the launcher.

Figure 5: JBoss launcher for ReqTop

Starting an application server may take up to 1 minute. After this time, a link will 

appear in the bottom part of the launcher window that will most likely take you to http://

localhost:8080/reqtop (the port number may be different if port 8080 is already used on 

your  system).  If  the  application  doesn't  launch,  you  may want  to  stop  other  server 

software running on your system and try again.
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ReqTop was tested and found working with following web browsers:

● Mozilla Firefox (versions 2 and 3)

● Opera (versions 9.2, 9.5 and 9.6)

● Microsoft Internet Explorer (version 7)

An automatic uninstaller component is also provided.

3.2  Web application usage guide

The usage guide is limited in scope to provide directions for the most important and 

often executed tasks. It is not necessarily concerned with describing all the controls on 

every screen available.

3.2.1  Common screen controls and stereotypes

A standard range of controls known from web applications is used in ReqTop. Some 

of  the  controls  not  typical  for  web  applications  (list  shuttle,  trees  with  drag&drop 

support) are still familiar to users from desktop applications.

Many of the management-type of use cases use similar controls in multiple screens as 

user interface  stereotypes. Most notable of these is the CRUD (Create, Read, Update, 

Delete) stereotype, consisting of:

● a page with a list of items of some kind

● a page with detailed information about a single item

● a page for updating a single item's values

● possibility to delete an item (either from the list or detail pages)

The CRUD stereotype is used in ReqTop for managing following artifacts:

● projects,

● requirement and attribute types,

● requirements,

● views,

● users and user groups
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3.2.2  First steps in the application

To fully use the application,  you have to log in first.  A set  of predefined users is 

already available in the application:

• User admin with password password has privileges to administer users and user 

groups.

• Users  userN with  password  passwordN (for N from 1 to 3,  e.g.  user1) have 

various sets of privileges assigned for the sample projects.

After logging in, you are facing the home screen:

Figure 6: The home screen

You can see that a user is able to bookmark project and different project artifacts for 

easy access. The most important part of the screen are the links menu on the left side of 

the screen (sidebar) and the main menu at the top of the screen. They provide a way to 

launch all the top-level use cases (opening a project, displaying a list of users etc.). 

3.2.3  Administrative tasks

User administration is a good example of the CRUD stereotype. After displaying a list 

of current users, you are faced with the choice of either creating a new user or selecting 

and viewing detail of an existing one (the second action, changing user's password is not 

so typical and can be seen as an exception).
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Figure 7: The master list stereotype

Selecting  one  of  the  users  than  leads  to  a  detail  page  with  mostly  read-only 

information. It may be possible to affect associated objects from this screen (an example 

of this is adding a user to a group with a single mouse click).

Figure 8: The user detail screen

However, to change the core user data or even delete the user, it is necessary to click 

on the Edit button right under the information you want to change. A similar screen in 

editing mode appears (it is accidentally the same screen as when you would create a 

new user but this time with preentered data).
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Figure 9: Edit screen and the conversation stack

To understand user and group administration  specifically,  it  is  useful  to  know the 

meaning of the individual (global, not project-related) privileges that can be assigned to 

users:

• Administer users – for CRUD functionality for users and user groups

• Create project – ability to create a new project (from scratch or from a template)

• Administer any project – the same privileges as project administrators have (see 

bellow) but for all projects

• Administer project templates – for CRUD functionality for project templates

• Browse projects – allows displaying a list of all available projects (otherwise the 

user can only see projects, in which he has a role)

The structure of pages in an application is perhaps most easily understood by looking 

at a screen flow diagram (two pages are connected by a link in the diagram if the user 

can navigate between them). A screen flow diagram for user and group administration is 

presented in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: User administration screenflow

One of the more interesting features of ReqTop's user interface is the conversation 

switching capability. The list of recently executed use cases in the top right corner of the 

screen (next  to  the flags)  is  actually  a  so-called  conversation stack.  Especially  with 

naturally nested objects (as is the case with projects, requirements types, requirements 

etc.), the operations performed on them are nested as well (you can go from a detail of a 

project to a detail of a requirement type, then adding a new attribute type and so on). 

The conversation stack allows you to re-trace your steps and go back towards the top of 

the stack (the top, i.e. the use case executed as first is in the rightmost position).

3.2.4  Discovering projects

The most  complicated  object  in  ReqTop,  at  least  from the users'  perspective,  is  a 

project. You will also explore the tab panel interface on its example.

The project screen is divided into multiple parts. As a first thing, you will notice a tree 

control with requirements, views and folders as its nodes. It is possible to move items 

within the tree (e.g. to another folder) by dragging them with the mouse cursor and 

dropping them at the new position. Another tree visible in the top left corner doesn't 

have  this  capability,  but  its  advantage  is  that  it  stays  on  screen  even  while  you're 

working with other nested items within a project and you can easily move to another 

part of the project.
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The  screen  flow  diagram  in  Figure  12 shows  the  great  variety  of  functionality, 

accessible  from the  project  page.  The  parts  related  to  requirements  and  views  are 

covered  in  their  individual  chapters,  but  specific  to  projects  is  the  ability  to  create 

baselines and compare them. This functionality can only be accessed from the main 

menu at the top of the screen by going to “Project” -> “Project Versioning” -> “Create a 

baseline” or “Compare baselines”. While creating a new baseline is a simple matter of 

providing a unique tag value, baseline comparison lists all versionable items within the 

project  at  the  time  of  creation  of  each  of  the  selected  tagged  project  snapshots. 

Differences are highlighted with red-colored links.
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Figure 12: Screen flow of project-related actions

Another project-related functionality is administration of project-related groups and 

their members. While it is similar to general user/group administration, there is a new 

set of privileges that can be assigned to groups:

• Administer project – managing project-related groups and user membership in 

groups

• Manage requirement types – for CRUD operations on requirement types (and 

their attribute types)

• Manage folders – for CRUD operations on folders

• Create requirement – allows users to create new requirements in the project

• Update any requirement – allows users to update any requirement in the project

• Delete any requirement – allows users to delete any requirement in the project

• Create requirement list view – create this view type

• Create traceability matrix – create this view type
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Projects  can  be  imported  from  and  exported  to  XML  files  (this  functionality  is 

available  from  the  main  sidebar).  When  a  project  is  exported,  all  the  user-related 

information  (object  authorship)  is  stripped  from it  and  on  import,  the  current  user 

becomes the author of them all in the new project.

3.2.5  Interacting with versionable objects

The project screen is typical for other reasons as well - the same interface with the 

same labels for the two tabs on the right (“History“ and “Discussions“) allows access to 

the advertised information not just for projects but for all versionable items (see Figure

13). The history tab consists of a list of historical versions of the versionable object in 

question. By selecting it you can display a list of changes of the object in time. 

The discussions tab allows creating new and replying to existing discussions, related 

to the versionable object.

Figure 13: Tab interface for Versionable objects

 Furthermore, by clicking the heart icon on the right side of the tabs, you add an item 

to your bookmarks. The PDF icon creates a simple PDF report for the current item but 

is most usable especially for projects.
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Figure 14: PDF output from ReqTop

Versionable objects can be found using the full-text search capability, accessible from 

the main sidebar.

3.2.6  Working with requirements 

Before  you  can  create  requirements,  requirement  types  have  to  be  defined.  Each 

requirement  type  (apart  from its  name  and  code)  also  has  a  list  of  attribute  types. 

Administration of requirement types and attribute types follows the CRUD stereotype.

You can create new requirements directly from the project content tree by clicking the 

New requirement icon. The following screenshot shows most of the available attribute 

types as they are created within the requirement edit screen.
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Figure 15: Different attribute types

Created requirements appear in the project tree. Their displayed name is formed from 

3 parts:

• requirement type code,

• requirement number and

• requirement name

3.2.7  Using views

You can also define list views and traceability views on the requirements that you 

create in the application. 

Traceability matrix works with data entered on the requirement dependencies screen 

(you can access it from the requirement detail screen). 
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Figure 16: Defining requirement dependencies

Traceability  matrix  then  serves  to  show  such  relationships  between  two  sets  of 

requirements from the same or different requirement types.

Figure 17: Traceability matrix

3.3  Web service user guide

A portion of the read-only functionality of ReqTop is also available as a SOAP web 

service. Three operations are supported:
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• listProjectIds – returns a list of all project identifiers (integer numbers)

• getProjectData – queries for content of the whole project. The resulting 

XML data, returned as a part of the SOAP response, uses the same encoding 

schema as the regular project export functionality.

• getRequirementData –  returns  only  information  about  a  single 

requirement.  This  operation  needs  to  be  used  in  conjunction  with 

getProjectData,  because  its  results  don't  contain  e.g.  information  about 

requirement types.

A  WSDL  definition  file  for  the  service  can  be  accessed  under  the  URL 

http://localhost:8080/WS/RequirementServiceImpl?wsdl (the port number may vary in 

the same way as with the web application interface).
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4  Programmer documentation

This chapter contains technical information about implementation of ReqTop, such as 

description of technology used, structure of the application and a guide to building the 

application from source.

4.1  Application structure

Logical structure of ReqTop is illustrated using models in UML notation.

4.1.1  Conceptual model

The  conceptual  model  of  ReqTop  describes  entities  or  object  classes  used  in 

development and shows their relationships. For better understanding, the whole model 

was separated into logical packages.

The key idea for keeping all current and historical data easily accessible in ReqTop is 

to  have  an  inheritance  relationship  with  a  single  parent  entity,  Versionable.  All 

historical  data  is  attached to  Versionable  and can be accessed uniformly (here as a 

collection of History entities, as illustrated in Figure 10).

Figure 18: Conceptual view - package System

Apart from storing all past information for Versionable objects, it allows creation of 

baselines.  A  baseline  is  a  named  (or  “tagged”)  snapshot  of  a  project's  state.  Two 

baselines from two separate points in time can be compared to easily detect changes 

within a project.

The  user  management  subsystem  is  quite  simple,  it  allows  assigning  user  rights 

(entitlements) to user groups. Any user can be a member of one or more groups, thus 

effectively gaining the group entitlements for the membership period. Entitlements are 

either global (e.g. “user/role may administer any project”) or project-related.
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Figure 19: Conceptual view - package Users

Directly connected to users is the idea of discussions. The design is well know from 

ubiquitous Internet forums. In case of ReqTop, discussions can be related to specific 

requirements, projects etc. (in fact all Versionable objects).

Figure 20: Conceptual view - package Discussions

Every requirement has a type assigned to it. This type determines which attributes can 

be set for a requirement. Multiple possible data types for attributes are allowed, namely:

● simple text, datetime and date values
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● single choice lists

● multiple choice lists

● formatted text

● boolean (true/false)

● links to existing users

An attribute type consists of a name, a data type and (for lists only) a set of possible 

values. Instances of requirement types (i.e. requirements) have attribute values set either 

automatically  (for  a  predetermined  number  of  default  attributes)  or  set  by  user  at 

requirement creation time or later.

Requirements  are  packaged  in  folders,  folders  reside  inside  projects.  A project  is 

basically  a  collection  of  requirement  types  and  folders,  including  their  respective 

content.
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Figure 21: Conceptual view - package Projects

4.2  Object model

This chapter contains an overview of the object model of ReqTop. Package names 

used in the model do not reflect Java package names in the actual implementation. The 

generated  Javadoc  class  reference  documentation  (see  Appendix  A)  provides 

implementation-level package information.

A data model for a relational database is not a part of this document even though a 

relational database is used. This is because the data model is generated automatically 

from the  Java  classes  at  deployment  time  if  the  persistence  implementation  library 
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detects that the configured database doesn't yet contain the database schema. For this 

reason, the object model is primary.

Relationship between classes have already been described in the conceptual model, in 

this chapter only additional information is given - changes from the conceptual model 

and attribute descriptions.

4.2.1  Package System

Support  for  versioning  of  all  project-related  objects  is  provided  by  the  abstract 

Versionable abstract superclass. It provides access to older versions of the current object 

by a recursive relationship (attribute currentVersion always links to the current version). 

It also provides a unique identifier field (attribute id) for all versionable objects across 

actual types.

Versionable  objects  cannot  be  actually  deleted  (as  in  completely  removed),  when 

users  choose  the  delete  functionality,  only  the  deleted flag  in  class  Versionable is 

enabled and its value is observed by the application.

Figure 22: System object model

All  subclasses  of  Versionable are  marked  with  the  «Versionable» stereotype  for 

clarity (instead of normal generalization links). 
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4.2.2  Package Views

Views  on  requirement  data  keep  links  to  the  appropriate  requirement  types 

(RequirementType objects), in case of a list view (RequirementListView)  it is only  a 

link  to  a  single  type,  for  both  traceability  views  a  link  to  both  requirement  types 

displayed  by  the  view.  The  list  view additionally  stores  information  about  selected 

attribute types that it needs to display.

Figure 23: Views object model

Strictly speaking, views are also versionable objects but this feature is of less use than 

with objects from the Project package.

4.2.3  Package Project

Most of the attributes of classes in package Project are concerned with upkeep of the 

project structure (relationships between objects). Information, interesting t users – other 

than  names  and  descriptions  of  all  the  Versionable subclasses  –  are  stored  in 

requirements and their  attributes.  The  Attribute class only contains a single attribute 

value but this value is presented in more than one way to the user. Values are encoded 

in the following manner:

● Text values are stored unchanged
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● Integer numbers are stored in their decimal representation.

● Dates and times are stored as a textual representation of the integer number of 

milliseconds since 1. 1. 1970 12:00 AM.

● References to users are represented by the User object's id attribute encoded as 

an integer number.

● Single list selections are represented by the actual textual value of the item.

● Multiple list items are stored in a single text field, separated by the “|“ (pipe) 

character. In case “|“ was already present in the actual values, it is escaped first.

Lists of possible attribute values for attribute types are stored as an actual list (i.e. 

mapped to a separate table in the database, not in the same format as attribute values are 

stored). Note that this implementation allows lists of possible values within attribute 

types to be freely changed without limitation and consideration of their existing use. It 

is a compromise solution, because it allows temporary inconsistence of actual attribute 

values and their type, at least until a requirement is updated again by a user.
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Figure 24: Projects object model

4.2.4  Packages Users and Discussions

User objects keep association to objects that application users are subscribed to out of 

interest  –  topics  and  bookmarks  for  Versionable  objects.  Each  user  also  has  an 

associated set of preferences, used to individualize their GUI experience.

Instances of class Entitlement represent individual access rights for either single users 

or user groups. In the object model, it is only possible to assign entitlements to groups, 

that's why every user also has a personal group. This fact is hidden in the UI, where 
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entitlements  can  be  granted  to  individual  users  –  only  to  be  represented  as 

Entitlementobjects, assigned to the user's personal group.

In the  Discussion package, both Post and Topic could have been implemented as a 

single class, representing only the actual discussion posts (with the first one – without a 

parent  –  in  a  privileged  position  as  e.g.  subscriptions  to  a  topic  would  link  to  it). 

However, keeping both classes may even bring slight performance gain when only topic 

data is needed (discussion post bodies are stored as LOB objects in the database).
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Figure 25: Users and Discussions object model

4.3  Implementation

ReqTop is implemented as a Web application using Java, Enterprise Edition (Java EE) 

technology.
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4.3.1  Used technology

For a  web application  with  aims  to  integrate  with  existing  enterprise  architecture, 

currently only two feasible implementation platforms are available: Java EE  [11] and 

Microsoft  .NET  [26].  Both  platforms  offer  a  conceptually  similar  set  of  tools  for 

creating web applications,  especially since Java EE version 5.0 was introduced.  The 

main disadvantage of Microsoft .NET for implementation of this project is its effective 

inability to create applications for non-Microsoft operating systems. The Java platform 

also currently has more developer community-driven resources: from freely available 

open-source libraries to independent discussion forum support for these libraries.

The ReqTop application is created as a typical 3-tier application consisting of:

● a presentational tier with components that collect user input, delegate further 

processing to the business tier and finally display results,

● a business tier that implements the core application functionality and

● a  data  access  tier,  which  takes  care  of  synchronizing  business  data  with  a 

persistent store (such as a database)

Following is an overview of Java EE technologies used in the development:

● Enterprise Java Beans (EJB 3.0) - Enterprise Java Beans are used for the core 

business logic functionality and services exported to clients.

● Java  Persistence  API  (JPA)  -  Java  Persistence  API  is  a  technology  for 

transparent  object  persistence  and  Object-Relational  Mapping  (ORM) and  is 

used for persisting ReqTop data objects into a database. Classes from the object 

model, presented in chapter 4.2  , are implemented as JPA entity classes.

● JavaServer  Faces  (JSF  1.2)  -  JavaServer  Faces  is  a  component-based  user 

interface framework supporting a server-side component model. Perhaps most 

importantly, JSF brings redistributable custom UI components to Java EE web 

application development. It is also very flexible with regard to rendering, so a lot 

of the presentation tier code could stay the same e.g. in case of creating a version 

of ReqTop for mobile devices with limited screen and input capabilities were to 

be introduced. 
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● Java API for XML Binding (JAXB) provides a declarative way of mapping 

Java classes to XML Schema. At runtime, it can transform XML documents to 

objects and objects to XML documents (with the appropriate XML Schema).

● Java  API  for  XML  Web  Services  (JAX-WS)  –  JAX-WS  allows  simple 

creation of Web Services from existing server components by only annotating 

them with service information and XML mapping metadata.

Using the Java platform, this solution is multi-platform (at the very least deployable in 

Windows and mainstream Unix environments). It is packaged in a standard Java EE 

deployment unit, a so-called Enterprise Application Archive (EAR). This means that the 

application can be deployed and run in any standard Java EE application server (and 

also means that it cannot be run standalone without such a server).

A relational  database  is  used as  the persistent  store,  taking advantage  of  standard 

Object-Relational  Mapping tools  for  mapping  between the  application  object  model 

(created  using JPA) and the  database  schema.  ReqTop is  independent  of  the actual 

database  vendor  implementation.  The  portability  layer  is  provided  by the  Hibernate 

framework as a JPA-compatible object persistence provider.

All the 3rd party libraries and tools used for development are available free-of-charge 

with access to source code and can be redistributed. Following are libraries used by the 

ReqTop application itself (i.e. it uses their specific APIs):

● Hibernate [12] – an implementation of the standard JPA that further improves 

the standard API by adding enhancements to the query language or introducing 

second-level caching

● JBoss Seam  [13] – Seam is  an innovative  framework that  tries  to simplify 

development with standard Java EE technologies – EJB, JPA and JSF. While 

they would traditionally be used independently with an indirection layer between 

them (i.e. the user interface components of JSF would not normally directly call 

EJB business logic componens), Seam offers easy ways to read and write object 

model data from the presentation tier.

● Apache Lucene [14] – offers full-text search of database data. Apache Lucene 

is supported by Hibernate for searches on JPA object data.
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● RichFaces [15] – one of the more popular visual component libraries built on 

top of JSF. It has support for the AJAX (Asynchronous Javascript And XML) 

technology.

Other  3rd party  libraries  may  be  used  within  the  Jboss  Application  Server 

implementation, but ReqTop accesses them only as implementations of standard Java 

EE APIs and is thus not dependent on them (other Java EE application servers may 

implement the same functionality using other means without affecting ReqTop).

4.3.2  Implementation artifacts

The following types of implementation artifacts were mostly created when developing 

ReqTop:

● templates for generating XHTML pages by composing pages of logical JSF 

components

● JPA entity classes for data storage and basic (e.g. object relationship) domain 

logic

● business logic classes (supporting GUI) for other domain logic (as JBoss Seam 

components)

4.3.3  Testing

The application isn't well suited for unit testing as it consists mostly of user interaction 

and  database  operations  are  involved.  For  this  reason  the  application  was  tested 

manually by executing the user-accessible use cases.

4.3.4  Notable challenges in development

ReqTop doesn't contain any particularly inventive algorithms or data structures but 

focuses instead on providing a useful interface to users.

Much  of  the  design  effort  was  focused  on  creating  an  object  model  that  allows 

existence of multiple versions of any object without seriously affecting performance. A 

compromise  was  met  in  which  associations  between  objects  are  not  versioned. 

Associations are only created between the latest (i.e. current) version of objects. This is 

not a significant problem, because the object model is strictly hierarchical and objects 
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cannot  be  completely  deleted.  For  these  reasons,  removal  of  an  association  is 

implemented  by marking  the dependent/child  object as deleted  (with a time stamp). 

Thus it would be possible to reconstruct the state of any object at any given point in 

time. A decision was made to not allow users to go back to previous object versions (by 

making them current again and possibly causing a certain amount of chaos), while still 

providing a facility for comparisons, both at a single object and project levels.

Also, the envisioned single-root class hierarchy (for easy versioning support) meant 

that  an  efficient  strategy  had  to  be  found  for  mapping  object  inheritance  into  the 

database. The JPA standard doesn't provide many options but using Hibernate as JPA 

implementation allowed experimenting with different table mapping options. In the end, 

a  single-table  solution  was  chosen  for  the  internal  in-memory  database  (otherwise 

problems with a high number of join operations in SQL queries caused failures) with the 

Table-per-concrete-class strategy [27] recommended for external databases.

One of the main challenges during development was solving problems related to Seam 

framework's conversation management. It provides users with a intuitive way to back-

track their steps while working with the application, but it also means multiple copies of 

the same data that have to be consolidated at times, leading to unexpected errors.

Code for AJAX drag&drop functionality found within ReqTop projects proved to be 

challenging to test but it provides an appealing interface to the users, giving it some of 

the advantages of desktop applications.

4.3.5  Use case model

The use case model  is  provided  without  formalized  descriptions  of  individual  use 

cases. In many cases, the same and well known CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete) 

stereotype is used.
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Figure 26: Actors and their relationships

The main actors in the model are Project user, Global and Project administrator. An 

administrator can manage other users and their access rights (both global and project 

administrators) and also set up and manage project (project administrators). Registered 

users  are  then  assigned  privileges  from  the  Administrator  and  perform day-to-day 

project- and requirements management (the difference between User and Project user is 

whether a user has been assigned a role in any project). 
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Figure 27: Project user's use cases

Project  users  can  perform  CRUD  operations  on  folders,  requirement  types  and 

requirements and create and execute views on different requirement types.
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Figure 28: Global administrator's use cases

Users  without  project  roles  are  limited  to  participating  in  global  discussions  and 

managing subscriptions to such discussions. Project users may additionally discuss any 

versionable objects within projects, accessible to them (so-called related discussions).
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Figure 29: User's use cases

Project administrators' role is mainly to manage user entitlements within the project. 

He also  controls  as  the  baselining  functionality  by first  creating  baselines  and then 

comparing them at a later time.
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Figure 30: Project administrator's use cases

4.4  Deployment

ReqTop  supports  multiple  deployment  scenarios  to  provide  the  highest  level  of 

flexibility to its users. These options include:

● using  a  Windows-based  installer  and  then  running  ReqTop  as  a  Microsoft 

Windows application  (created  with JSmooth,  an executable  Java service  wrapper 

[19]) as already described already in the user guide

● deploying the EAR package into an existing JBoss AS 4.2.x installation. Copy a 

whole server configuration directory from /installer/resources/server/
reqtop to your JBoss AS server configuration directory and then deploy ReqTop in 

a standard way.

● deployment  on another  Java EE 5 certified  (or  at  least  compatible)  application 

server. It will typically be necessary to include at least some of the 3rd party libraries 

from /src/lib in the server's classpath.
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4.4.1  Database connectivity

ReqTop  requires  a  pre-configured  connection  to  a  database  server.  It  has  to  be 

provided by the pplication server infrastructure as a JDBC Datasource object, accessible 

to  the  ReqtTop  application  under  the  JNDI  object  name 

java:/ReqtopDatasource.

The way to set up the connection is application server specific and may be found in 

the server's documentation. Only databases supported by the Hibernate library may be 

used safely.

4.4.2  Application server topology

Looking at the Application server, it is partly possible to separate the presentational 

and  business  layers  on  separate  hardware.  Three  deployment  scenarios  have  been 

proposed: Simple, Default and Clustered deployment.

Figure 31: Deployment options

Simple deployment is the situation after running ReqTop installer and executing the 

application. Database, web and application servers are running in the same OS process.
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Figure 32: Simple deployment

Deployment  within  a  larger  organization  can  make  use  of  existing  Web  server 

infrastructure,  perhaps  forwarding  only  requests  to  non-static  resources  to  the 

application server.  A separate  database may be configured for use with ReqTop for 

additional speed and availability improvement.

Figure 33: Default deployment

The final deployment  proposal is also the most complicated one and it focuses on 

deploying ReqTop as a distributed application in a clustered server environment. In this 

case, using external (to ReqTop) web servers with load-balancing policies in place is 

advisable. The JBoss AS (or an alternative application server) can be configured to fail-

over user requests to the rest of the cluster in case of single server crashes. For best 

results, application server instances should also share/synchronize user session data (this 

is a common service in Java EE clustered application servers).
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Figure 34: Clustered deployment

4.5  Procedures

This chapter contains instructions for building the ReqTop application and configuring 

its database settings.

4.5.1  Quick build instructions

The build process is described in a greater detail in following chapters, but it is also 

possible  to  go  through  a  much  simplified  build  process  on  Microsoft  Windows 

machines. First you have to copy the content of following directories and files from the 

install  DVD  (see  Appendix  A)  to  a  read/write  medium  (such  as  a  hard  disk  with 

appropriate permissions):

• /src

• /doc

• /installer

• /tools

• /build.cmd

• /clean.cmd

When all the files have been successfully copied, run the build.cmd script. It will 

create  a  dist directory  with  the  same  content  as  the  /dist directory  on  the 

installation DVD and also the programmer documentation will be generated into the 

/doc/javadoc directory.
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To remove the newly created installation files and intermediate build files, run the 

clean.cmd script.

4.5.2  Building from source

Following tools are needed to build the ReqTop application from source files:

1. Java SE Development Kit (JDK) distribution of the Java Platform [11], version 

6 (an installer for Microsoft Windows 32-bit can be found on the enclosed DVD, 

for other platforms the JDK can be downloaded from the Internet)

2. Apache  Ant  [17],  version  1.7  or  higher  (a  multiplatformbinary  version  is 

provided on the enclosed DVD)

Change the value (or create a new value) of the JAVA_HOME environment variable to 

the home directory of a Java 6 Development Kit – this is the directory that still contains 

a bin subdirectory inside. Add the bin subdirectory to the system PATH variable

To start a build process, you need to copy the source directories from enclosed DVD 

(see Appendix A for DVD structure) to a read/write medium. This needs to be done for 

directories src and installer from the root of the DVD. 

Then, open a command prompt and navigate to the src directory you just copied to 

the read/write storage. This directory will contain a build.xml file. Execute Apache 

Ant's  binary (ant.bat or ant, depending on your OS).

An example of a command sequence needed in Microsoft Windows (with obvious 

assumptions about installation directories of the tools):

SET PATH=c:\progra~1\java\jdk1.6.0\bin;%PATH%
SET JAVA_HOME = c:\progra~1\java\jdk1.6.0
cd \data\reqtop\src
c:\progra~\apache-ant-1.7.1\bin\ant

After  executing  these  commands  a  \data\reqtop\dist\ReqTop-ear.ear 
will have been created, this is the application binary that can be deployed on JBoss AS. 

The  next  chapter  describes  how  to  create  a  multiplatform  executable  installer  for 

ReqTop.
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4.5.3  Creating an installer

A portable installer package can again be built using Apache Ant. In your command 

prompt, go to the installer directory on your computer (not directly from DVD, use 

the copy on a read/write medium). It should again contain a build.xml file

Run  the  Apache  Ant  executable  in  the  same  manner  and  ReqTop-1.0-
install.jar should have been created. This executable Java archive file only needs 

a working Java Virtual Machine on a computer to start installation. A pre-configured 

copy of JBoss AS is already included in the package.

While a multiplatform installer works on a number of different operating systems, a 

special  Microsoft Windows-specific  version of the installer  package is necessary for 

Windows Vista. This operating system's User Access Control [24] technology limits 

user's  effective  privileges,  prompting  for  confirmation  for  software  installation.  It 

prevents  a  JAR-packaged  application  from  requesting  privilege  escalation.  To  go 

around this limitation, it is possible to build a native executable (.exe) file using a 

supplementary tool, included in IzPack [18] installation. It can be invoked in following 

manner (you will have to change path information for your particular case but keep the 

-setup.exe suffix for your installation file):

izpack2exe --file=c:\reqtop\dist\ReqTop-1.0-install.jar 
--no-upx  
--with-7z=.\installer\izpack2exe\7za.exe

--output=c:\data\reqtop\dist\Reqtop-1.0-install.exe

Microsoft Windows Vista detects the word “setup” in the installation and prompts the 

user to confirm administrative privileges for the installer.

4.5.4  Database connection configuration

For JBoss AS, two connection options are provided out of the box and were tested:

• Using an in-process HSQLDB database [25] – it is started and connection to it is 

configured  in  the  JBOSS_HOME/server/reqtop/deploy/Reqtop-
hsqldb-ds.xml file, where JBOSS_HOME is the directory to which JBoss 

AS is installed. There is no need to change the default settings.
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• Connecting to  a remote MySQL database – for this  to work,  deploy the file 

/src/Reqtop-ear/resources/Reqtop-mysql-ds.xml from  the 

installation  DVD  by  copying  it  to  the 

JBOSS_HOME/server/reqtop/deploy directory after first removing the 

already  deployed  Reqtop-hsqldb-ds.xml file  (otherwise  both  database 

connections  would  clash  within  the  application  server).  Replace  the  original 

connection  string  jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/reqtop  by  a 

connection string, corresponding to your MySQL database instance.

Only an empty schema has to exist in the database if the connecting user account 

has privileges necessary for creating tables and indices (needed only the first 

time ReqTop is ran on this database instance). ReqTop itself can then be used to 

fill the database with data, including creating an initial administrator account and 

importing project files – both covered in the user guide.
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5  Conclusion

The effort to create a tool for requirements management on smaller-scale projects has 

largely succeeded, even though it hasn't yet been used in production to test the claim in 

real-world environment.

The effort was focused on not prescribing a way to structure project requirements to 

users, but rather let them define their own custom requirement types to fit their needs. In 

this, ReqTop surpasses many of its open-source and free alternatives. The functional 

goals were met and a sufficient competitive array of features is available.

As a web application, ReqTop doesn't have to be installed by end users and offers 

them a well-known interface style, while taking advantages of recent rich content AJAX 

technology, which brings some of desktop applications' advantages to web applications.

5.1  Limitations

While the project achieved the set goals, set for it in its inception, in some areas the 

solution  is  less  than  ideal.  Unfortunately,  no  success  was  achieved  in  the  area  of 

integrating  ReqTop  with  specific  3rd party  applications,  both  for  document  editing 

(OpenOffice.org)  and  project  management  (Microsoft  Project,  OpenProj)  as  no 

sufficient APIs are available.  In case of Microsoft Project,  some progress may have 

been  made  using  Microsoft  SharePoint  Server  but  this  commercial  product  was  not 

available for ReqTop development.  The implemented generic SOAP API still  allows 

accessing ReqTop to retrieve  basic information using Web Service standards and it is 

conceivable  for  it  to  be  made  further  more  useful  through  a  enterprise  integration 

solution (such as Enterprise Service Bus) to provide better integration through message 

transformations. For OpenOffice.org, no stable Java APIs exist to read and write text 

documents and spreadsheets and creating a dedicated Java library for accessing them 

would be out of the project's scope. It would have been possible to use Microsoft Office 

document formats but that was not one of the goals for the project due to the proprietary 

nature of the document formats.  In fact,  a project  export  feature to Microsoft Excel 

format was developed as an experiment but not included in the final product's UI and 

further development may continue in this effort.
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Since there were no exact performance goals set at the beginning of the project, there 

is not a good comparison of expected and actual responsiveness results but measures 

have been taken to improve performance, mostly by appropriate use of caching. This is 

partly due too the still developing technology used for implementation and partly by the 

effort to provide users with enough data up-front so that the number of server (both 

blocking and asynchronous) is minimized. Furthermore, some of the database queries 

perform sub-optimally, especially in cases of inherently hierarchical data.

A  more  sophisticated  way  for  querying  requirements  (for  use  in  views)  can  be 

conceived by allowing to combine multiple filters using boolean operators. This would 

reduce the number of necessary views on requirements.

5.2  Further development

No  software  product  is  complete  and  bug-free,  especially  when  development 

resources are limited to a single person. For ReqTop to be used in practical development 

projects, it has to be further developed, incorporating input from potential and actual 

users. However, some areas for improvement and extension can be already identified at 

this point, they typically require comparatively small effort to implement and partly fix 

known problems in the current version of the product:

● Add an option to search for traceability relationships more than one level deep 

in traceability matrix views.

● Create  more  sample  project  template  sets  for  new  users  for  well-known 

development methodologies such as RUP or Scrum.

● Improve  application  performance  by optimizing  database  access  (Hibernate 

Query Language or SQL optimization) and removing identified bottlenecks.

● A supporting web-site (http://www.reqtop.com) was created that allows to run 

the  application  on  the  Internet.  This  effort  is  backed  up  by  Amazon  Web 

Services Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2, [22]). ReqTop could be further packaged 

to  be  easily  deployable  by  other  AWS  EC2  users,  even  in  a  distributed 

environment (multiple virtual machine instances).
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If  development  should  continue  on  a  long-term  basis  and  with  more  resources 

available,  it  would  be  possible  to  expand  the  scope  of  ReqTop  to  incorporate  e.g. 

following ideas :

● Create an additional windowed client application to provide an experience that is 

both friendlier to the user and more responsive (since many tasks can be done 

without  having  to  contact  a  remote  server)  –  it  could  reuse  most  of  the 

application logic and access it remotely.

● Semi-automated  requirement  discovery  from  text  documents  could  allow 

searching for well-known phrases (such as “system shall“), let user highlight the 

possible  requirement  text  and  import  it  automatically  as  a  requirement 

description for a new requirement. It presupposes using either an API to acess 

documents  from  an  office  suite  or  creation  of  a  dedicated  rich  text  editor 

component.

● Integrate ReqTop with OpenProj  [20], Open Workbench [21] or another open-

source  project  management  tool.  The  ideal  solution  would  allow  resource 

planning and tracking on existing requirements as well  as a way to integrate 

infrastructural concerns such as authentication and authorization.
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Appendix A

This appendix gives an overview of the contents of the enclosed DVD media:

● / - the root directory of the DVD

○ /build.cmd – a script to build the whole for the project

○ /clean.cmd – a script  to clean intermediary files,  created by a project 

build

● /dist – this directory contains pre-built binary distribution of ReqTop

○ /dist/Reqtop-ear.ear – ReqTop binary in the standard-format Java 

EE distributable file

○ /dist/Reqtop-1.0-install.exe –  a  Windows  executable 

installation package

○ /dist/Reqtop-1.0-install.jar –  multiplatform  installer 

(Unix, ...)

● /doc

○ /doc/BP - Martin Jelen.pdf – this document

○ /doc/Models.uml and  /doc/Models.xml –  UML  diagrams 

(exported as images into this document) in format for StarUML [23] and 

portable XMI format

○ /doc/javadoc/index.html –  generated  Javadoc  class  reference 

documentation

● /installer – source files for building installer packages of ReqTop (such as 

those in /dist) using IzPack and a stripped-down version of the JBoss AS for 

use with ReqTop

○ /installer/build.xml –  an  Apache  Ant  build  description  file  for 

generating installerss
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● /src – ReqTop source code, divided in separate directories for presentation and 

business logic

○ /src/Reqtop – sources for presentation tier artifacts

○ /src/Reqtop-ejb – sources for business logic tier artifacts

○ /src/Reqtop-ear – metadata and libraries for EAR archive packaging

○ /src/lib – external libraries used for compilation

○ /src/build.xml – an Apache Ant build description file

● /tools – this  directory includes redistributed packages of 3rd party projects 

used when building ReqTop from source.

○ /tools/ant/apache-ant-1.7.1-bin.zip –  Apache  Ant  1.7 

installation

○ /tools/ant-exploded – An exploded version of the Apache Ant 1.7 

tool, used in build scripts to achieve build environment independence

○ /tools/jdk/jdk-6u10-windows-i586-p.exe –  Sun  Java 

Development Kit 6, update 10

○ /tools/jsmooth –  installation  and  documentation  for  the  JSmooth 

executable wrapper tool

○ /tools/jboss-runner –  a  standalone  Java  application  used  for 

launching  and  stopping  JBoss  Application  Server  and  allows  assigning 

pseudo-random port numbers to internal JBoss services (in case ports needed 

for  normal  operation  are  blocked)  as  well  as providing a  GUI for a  few 

selected server settings.
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